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LUSA: the HPC library for lattice-based
cryptanalysis
Artur Mariano

Abstract—This paper introduces LUSA - the Lattice Unified
Set of Algorithms library - a C++ library that comprises many
high performance, parallel implementations of lattice algorithms,
with particular focus on lattice-based cryptanalysis. Currently,
LUSA offers algorithms for lattice reduction and the SVP.
LUSA was designed to be 1) simple to install and use, 2) have
no other dependencies, 3) be designed specifically for latticebased cryptanalysis, including the majority of the most relevant
algorithms in this field and 4) offer efficient, parallel and scalable
methods for those algorithms.
LUSA explores paralellism mainly at the thread level, being
based on OpenMP. However the code is also written to be efficient
at the cache and operation level, taking advantage of carefully
sorted data structures and data level parallelism.
This paper shows that LUSA delivers these promises, by being
simple to use while consistently outperforming its counterparts,
such as NTL, plll and fplll, and offering scalable, parallel
implementations of the most relevant algorithms to date, which
are currently not available in other libraries.
Index Terms—Lattices, lattice-based cryptanalysis, algorithms,
hpc, parallel.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Quantum computing: a new era. Although the most skeptical disbelief the idea that quantum computers will ever exist,
that possibility has already started to redefine the landscape of
many scientific fields. While in some of those fields, scientists
wait eagerly for their arrival, in others, such as cryptography,
they represent a race against the clock. Back in the nineties,
the news broke that several classical cryptographic schemes
(such as RSA and ElGamal) were insecure against quantum
computers [1], [2]. The key change with quantum computers in
the game is that mathematical problems used as the foundation
of many cryptosystems (e.g. factoring large numbers in RSA
and solving discrete logarithms in ElGamal) would no longer
be a hard row to hoe, which would render those cryptosystems
insecure [3]. After this discovery, many cryptographers sprang
to the challenge of designing cryptosystems that are safe
even in the presence of quantum computers, which eventually
became known as post-quantum cryptography.
Lattice-based cryptography and cryptanalysis. Over the
years, several types of so-called “post-quantum” cryptosystems
have been proposed, in order to prevent that the rise of
quantum computers does pose a challenge from a security
standpoint. Not long after the security of classical cryptosystems was found to be compromised in the presence
of quantum computers, Ajtai discovered that certain lattice
problems have interesting properties for cryptography [4],
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[5], [6]. This startling discovery marked the beginning of
lattice-based cryptography, leading many researchers to engage
on an intensive investigation of lattice-based cryptosystems.
Not only lattice-based cryptography holds the promise to be
quantum immune, as lattice-based schemes enjoy very strong
security proofs based on worst-case hardness1 . To date, no fast
quantum algorithms to solve hard lattice problems efficiently
were found. In 2009, lattices became very attractive as a
candidate to post-quantum cryptography, since Gentry used
them, in 2009, to construct a Fully Homomorphic Encryption
(which allows cryptosystems to perform operations on data
without decrypting it) scheme [7], something whose feasibility
scientists wondered for over 30 years [8], [9], [10], after
Rivest et al. introduced this idea in 1978 [11]. Over time,
lattice-based cryptosystems became increasingly popular and
a hot topic of research, because not only do they support fully
homomorphic encryption as they are also easy to implement
e.g. [12], [13], [14] and quite efficient in practice e.g. [15],
[16], [14]. Today, lattice-based cryptography stands out as one
of the most prominent and rapidly growing fields of postquantum cryptography.
Lattices. Lattices are discrete subgroups of the ndimensional Euclidean space Rn , with a strong periodicity
property2 . A lattice L generated by a basis B, a set of linearly
independent vectors b1 ,...,bm in Rn , is denoted by:
(
)
m
X
n
m
L(B) = x ∈ R : x =
ui bi , u ∈ Z
,
(1)
i=1

where m ≤ n is the rank of the lattice. When m = n, the
lattice is said to be of full rank. When n is at least 2, each
lattice has infinitely many different bases.
Lattice-based cryptography uses integer lattices primarily,
because even though there are non-integer lattices, solving
lattice problems on integer lattices is still (very) hard, but
they are easier to handle computationally because there are
no/fewer precision problems. There are also different types
of lattices, including Goldstein-Mayer lattices (which are
commonly referred to as random lattices [19], which we use in
this paper) and Ajtai lattices [4], which typically have vectors
with relatively small coordinates. There are other lattices, with
additional structure, such as ideal lattices [20]. Although we do
not use ideal lattices in this paper, they are still important in the
context of lattice-based cryptography [21], [22]; it is important
1 Put simply, this means that breaking cryptosystems based on randomly
chosen, average-case lattice problem instances, is at least as hard as solving
certain lattice problems in the worst case.
2 We refer the reader to the papers [17], [18] in order to learn more about
lattices, especially in the context of lattice-based cryptography.
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to say that LUSA works with ideal lattices (and every kind of
lattices, to that matter) although there are currently no routines
in the algorithms to explore the structure of ideal lattices.
In the context of cryptanalysis, we should keep in mind that
adversaries may take advantage of this additional structure in
lattices, and so this is a very relevant point. In the future,
LUSA may include versions of algorithms that can indeed
explore ideal lattices.
For visual purposes, we show a lattice and lattice vector
operations in Figure 1. This is a lattice in R2 , where the
basis B is composed of b1 and b2 , i.e. B = {b1 , b2 }. The
vector b3 is an example of an operation with lattice vectors:
it is a linear combination of the basis vectors, in particular
b3 = b1 −2×b2 . This particular linear combination also shows
that b1 can be made shorter (in terms of Euclidean norm) at
the cost of b2 , given that b3 is smaller than b1 . This process
of making lattice vectors (bases) shorter by adding/subtracting
other lattice vectors is often referred to as vector (basis)
reduction, which is widely used in various lattice algorithms
and is itself carried out with specific algorithms.

b3 = b1 − 2b2

b1
b2

0

Fig. 1. Example of a lattice in R2 and its basis (b1 ,b2 ) in red.

Notes, terminology and notation. Let Rn be a ndimensional Euclidean vector space. In this paper, we write
vectors and matrices in bold face (or italic if represented
with Greek letters), while vectors are written in lower-case
and matrices in upper-case (or lower-case if represented with
Greek letters), as in vector v and matrices M and µ. Vectors
(also called lattice points or simply points) in Rn represent
1 × n matrices, from both a mathematical and computational
perspective. The p
Euclidean
norm (or length) of a given vector
Pn
2 , where v is the ith coordinate of
v in Rn , kvk, is
v
i
i=1 i
v. When we mention a “short” vector, we refer to its Euclidean
norm (or length). The term zero vector is used for the vector
whose norm is zero, i.e., the origin of the lattice.
“Schemes” is the short version of “cryptoschemes” or “cryptosystems” (the reader may also recognize the term “code”,
which means the same).
Cryptology is the science that focuses on the study of
cryptography and cryptanalysis. While “cryptography” can be
defined as the practice of creating and understanding codes
that keep information secret, “cryptanalysis can be defined
as the science that studies the procedures, processes and
methods used to translate or interpret secret writings, as
codes and ciphers, for which the key is unknown. In practice,
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cryptanalysis enables one to analyze cryptosystems, so that
one can trust them. As we show later, crypanalysis is also
fundamental, as it is the tool used to define the parameters of
new cryptosystems, so that they are secure and efficient.
Security of lattice-based crytposystems. Cryptosystems
base their security on hard mathematical problems. For instance, the security of the RSA cryptosystem is based on the
hardness of factoring certain large integers. In practice, this
means that an attacker is able to break the scheme if he/she
can efficiently factor large numbers with the same number of
bits as the key in the scheme. Therefore, the security of RSA
relies on the fact that factoring large integers is a very hard
problem, and its complexity grows fast with the input size. In
practice, key sizes are chosen such that there is no attacker
who can factor a large number of that size in a reasonable
amount of time. We comment on this problem in the next
subsection.
Lattice-based cryptosystems also base their security on
hard mathematical problems, in particular lattice problems.
Depending on the exact scheme, these may be 1) lattice basis
reduction, 2) the Shortest Vector Problem (SVP), 3) the Closest
Vector Problem (CVP), 4) the Learning with Errors (LWE) and
several variants of these, to name the most relevant ones. Due
to the connection between the problems and the security of the
corresponding cryptosystems, the algorithms that solve these
problems are sometimes referred to as attacks.
How to choose security parameters such as the key size
of the scheme? Till deployment of cryptosystems, we must
carry out an intense scrutiny of possible attacks against those
cryptosystems, so that one can have increased confidence on
their security and appropriate parameters of practical implementations of these systems can be chosen.
Selecting security parameters is not a simple, deterministic
process. Intuitively, we would simply define “very high”
parameters, but these would lead to slow (also said inefficient)
schemes. In practice, parameter selection is a two-step, rather
empirical process. First, the potential of attacks has to be determined in practice and not just in theory. This has to be done in
the highest-end computer architectures, which adversaries may
have access to. Having determined this potential, the second
step is to define security parameters of schemes such that it
is intractable to solve the underlying security problems with
those parameters, based on the known potential of the available
attacks and computer architectures.
Thus, the scrutiny for possible attacks to these systems
must consist of comprehensive and tenacious efforts at solving
these problems. Until the arrival of quantum computers, the
strongest attacks one can envision in this context are efficient
implementations of the best algorithms to solve the aforementioned lattice problems. In particular, it should be investigated
how suited and scalable these algorithms are on parallel,
high performance computer architectures. At the same time,
it is important to note that the necessity for serious testing
in practice also stems from the fact that lattice algorithms
tend to behave differently in practice than predicted in theory,
especially in large-scale experiments.
These arguments alone go to show that high performance
computing is a key tool in cryptanalysis, as it only makes
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sense to assess the potential of attacks on the highest-end
computer architectures. In fact, this is why we have witnessed
considerable efforts in the development of parallel, efficient
implementation of attacks. In short, implementing the best
attacks known on the best parallel multi- and many-core
architectures is the only way to actually determine the potential
of attacks in practice and therefore accurately select security
parameters for lattice-based cryptosystems, such that they are
both secure and efficient.
We note that there are no “standard” lattice dimensions
which we would see in real case scenarious; instead, the goal
of lattice based cryptanalysis is, fundamentally, to determine
how high one can go with the available algorithms and
computer architectures. For the sake of this paper, we have
limited lattice dimensions to 60 and 65, depending on the
algorithm. We note that although LUSA could, in theory,
perform very differently for much higher dimensions, the goal
is of this paper is to show how the library performs per se and
how it compares to other available implementations.
Why LUSA? First off, implementing a library with attacks
(and building blocks for the development of new attacks) is
of paramount importance in the context of lattice-based cryptanalysis, because as we showed, assessing the performance of
attacks on high-end computer architectures is vital.
LUSA was primarily developed due to the lack of some
features on some of the existent lattice libraries, such as NTL3 ,
plll4 and fplll5 .
First, neither NTL nor fplll are specifically coded for lowlevel efficiency (although they are efficient libraries to some
extent, they are better known for offering several methods,
with great focus on mathematical aspects), and no parallel implementations are generally offered. For instance, NTL’s BKZ
implementation is often used in high dimensional lattices as a
common pre-processor, and it can require days of computation,
depending on the lattice dimension and BKZ parameters. This
has indeed been a limiting factor in the context of trying to
break into higher dimensions of the SVP-Challenge6 .
Second, NTL, fplll and plll depend upon other libraries,
rendering the overall installation cumbersome and timeconsuming. Also, this increases compilation and execution
time of the used library algorithms, among other problems.
Third, although a very useful library in many fields related
to number theory, NTL it is not specifically designed to be
used in the context of lattice-based cryptanalysis. NTL is a
number theory library that includes a myriad of algorithms
that, although useful and relevant in many scientific fields, are
usually not used by the lattice-based cryptanalysis community.
In fact, the complexity of NTL served as the subject of many
offline (interesting) conversations at cryptography conferences
the author attended over the past 6 years. The target public
of lattice libraries are mainly users with a strong background
on mathematics, who prefer to work with libraries that are
simple to install and use. Also, because NTL comprises so
many classes of algorithms, some of which growing by the
3 https://www.shoup.net/ntl/
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day, it is difficult to catch up with the headway made on lattice
algorithms and their implementations. This means that NTL is
not specifically designed for lattice-based crytptography and
cryptanalysis, and it is often regarded as “a sledgehammer”
even if we only want to kill a fly. At the same time, the
same mathematicians who find the current libraries too hard
to install are interested in performance.
fplll, in contrast to NTL, was mainly designed for latticebased crytptography and cryptanalysis purposes, offering several lattice algorithms, such as LLL [23] and BKZ [24] (cf.
Section II for more details), including BKZ 2.0 [25]. The
central algorithm of the library is LLL, thus the name of
the library; it is also very much based on floating-point orthogonalization. The floating-point LLL reduction algorithms
offered by fplll [26], [27] are based on a trade-off between
speed and guarantees. fplll is thus a very centered library, as
it it very focused on this particular angle (which is surely very
relevant for the cryptanalysis and cryptography communities).
There is some effort in creating a very modular library and
specific operations to be oblivious to the user. However, as we
will show in this paper, LUSA not only offers more algorithms
than fplll as it also offers efficient, parallel versions of those
algorithms (to our knowledge, although fplll is somewhat
thread-safe, there are no built-in functions that can run in
parallel - there are only such functions in the context of fplll
“ecosystems”, i.e. external modules/libraries).
Released in 2014, plll is another major library in this
context. The library was also mainly designed for latticebased crytptography and cryptanalysis purposes, judging by
the implementations offered, but while it includes a vast array
of algorithms and options for those algorithms, it does not
include the most recent ones (e.g. sieving). Additionally, plll
depends upon other libraries (GMP, MTFR and the boost
library) and there is only one parallel algorithm in the entire
library, enumeration (with some form of pruning).
LUSA was designed to be simple - we made LUSA 100%
independent from other libraries - efficient and specifically
thought out for lattice-based cryptography. Plus, all algorithms
in LUSA (except for LLL, whose execution time is not large
in most cryptanalysis setups - if LLL is to be run on high
lattice dimensions then LUSA is probably not the best library
to that end) can run with multiple threads and scale very well.
LUSA’s promises. LUSA promises two things: simplicity
- it is simple to install and use, depending upon no other
library - and performance/parallelism, as most methods are
also very efficient and parallel. The majority of the provided
implementations are considerably faster that those in similar
libraries, such as NTL, fplll and plll, as we show in this paper.
But why are cryptographers interested in usability and
performance, for such a library? Most cryptographers do
not have a strong background in computer science (as they are
mainly mathematicians) so usability is very important7 . As for
performance, there are mainly two reasons for its need:
1) The first reason is parameter selection, as we mentioned
before. If LUSA’s algorithms are directly used to esti-

4 https://github.com/fplll/fplll
5 https://felix.fontein.de/plll/
6 https://www.latticechallenge.org/svp-challenge/

7 Yet, some cryptographers have presented beautiful works on algorithms
coded for efficiency, let alone computer libraries.
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mate security parameters of schemes, they need (and are)
to be efficient. In fact, to this day, there is no standard
library for this matter; this is currently done relying
on many different, isolated implementations, which are
typically not normalized as they are tested and assessed
in different architectures, compilers, and other variables.
2) The second reason is because new algorithms are oftentimes developed using existing ones as building blocks.
Having a set of parallel, efficient algorithms will ensure
that the new attacks are themselves efficient and parallel.
This is very relevant in order to assess the actual
performance of new attacks in practice, as they are
developed. In fact, some algorithms are very good in
theory but intractable in practice e.g. a Voronoi-based
SVP-solver proposed in [28]. Having a tool to assist
experimentation right after design is crucial to shed light
on the tractability of attacks.
LUSA’s scientific contribution. LUSA contributes to the
scientific field of lattice-based cryptanalysis in the following
ways:
i) LUSA includes implementations of algorithms that are
the fastest implementations known. These implementations contain a variety of novel HPC and parallel computing techniques/strategies.
ii) As LUSA offers algorithms that can be used in a modular
way, LUSA is itself a platform that enables cryptographers to create new, high performance attacks. This
is especially true for attacks that include other lattice
algorithms as part of their execution (e.g. some latticebased reduction algorithms use SVP-solvers as part of
their logic). As a result, cryptographers will have a much
better sense of the performance of the algorithms as they
develop them.
iii) Not only LUSA allows for the development of new
algorithms in terms of performance and parallelism, but
it can also suport the development of new algorithms by
containing many routines which can be used as building
blocks (e.g. from the Gram-Schmit ortogonalization to
lattice reduction algorithms).
iv) LUSA presents itself as a standard library to normalize
performance assessment across several attacks and lattice
algorithms, a crucial problem in parameter selection. The
community can simply download LUSA and test the
algorithms therein on their desired CPU platform (in the
future, we will extend this to GPUs).
Roadmap. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we provide a brief overview of the lattice-based
cryptography and cryptanalysis field, its evolution in recent
years and how LUSA fits in. In Section III, we present LUSA,
by explaining how the library is structured and what methods
are available. In Section IV we present the benchmark platform
used in this paper, which was chosen to be well representative
of a possible LUSA end user. In Section V we present and
comment on the performance of LUSA, including how well it
compares to other libraries and how it scales with the number
of cores. In Section VI, we wrap up the paper, with some brief
conclusions and comments. In Section VII, we provide lines
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of future work, providing timelines for LUSA’s next versions.
II. L ATTICE BASED CRYPTANALYSIS TODAY
”Do you hack cryptosystems for a living? Not quite...”
Lattice-based cryptanalysis has evolved quite rapidly, as
a way to scrutinize lattice-based schemes which developed,
themselves, very quickly. As for lattice-based cryptography,
there are a few papers, reports and notes published on the field.
In particular, emphasize 1) introductory papers from 2006 and
2009 [17], [29], 2) an extensive tutorial for beginners, from
2015 [30] and and 3) a paper/survey from 2016, which also
provides an introduction to lattice-based cryptography as well
as the progress in the field over a decade [31]. As for latticebased cryptanalysis, there is a comprehensive survey, from
2017, solely on the advances of the field, which we refer the
reader to [32], shall he want to know more. Yet, we provide
a brief overview of the field, stating where and how LUSA
frames in. Other resources on both lattice-based cryptography
and cryptanalysis include surveys and overviews ([33], [34],
[35], [36], [37], [38], [10], [39]), PhD theses (e.g. [7], [40],
[41], [42], [43], [44]) and books [45], [46], [47]. There are
also multiple talk slides and videos available online for free
on the topic.
A. Problems on lattice-based cryprography: SVP, CVP and
lattice reduction
There are many lattice problems in the context of cryptography and cryptanalysis. As we show in the following, LUSA’s
first release version (v1.0) addresses the SVP and lattice basis
reduction.
SVP. The norm of a shortest vector8 of a lattice is denoted
by λ1 (L). The norm of the shortest vector in the lattice is
also the minimal distance between any two vectors in the
lattice. Finding the shortest vector in the lattice is a problem
known as the Shortest Vector Problem (SVP). The SVP is one
of the most studied problems in lattice-based cryptanalysis.
Formally, the SVP can be defined as: given a basis B of the
lattice L, find a non-zero vector p ∈ L such that: kpk =
min kvk : v ∈ L(B), kvk 6= 0. This is typically called
“exact SVP” as there are approximate versions of the SVP
(e.g. α-SVP, which is an approximate version of the SVP
and whose solution is at most α% off the SVP solution). In
fact, the SVP is especially relevant in the context of latticebased cryptography because it 1) can actually be used to break
cryptosystems that rely on the α-SVP and 2) it is used in
many other, practical algorithms in the field, such as BKZ 2.0,
the most practical lattice basis reduction algorithm (which can
also be used to solve the α-SVP), uses SVP-solvers as part
of its logic. For a comprehensive review of the approximate
versions of the SVP, the reader is referred to [29]. In order
to understand the impact of LUSA, note that the SVP does
not state anything about the basis, but the used basis has a big
impact on the practical performance of SVP- and other solvers.
Emde Boas showed, in 1981, that the SVP with infinity norms
8 Note that due to the natural symmetry in lattices, there is not only one
shortest vector.
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is NP-hard [48]. In 1998, Ajtai showed that the SVP is NPhard under randomized reductions for the Euclidean norms as
well [6]. The Ajtai-Dwork cryptosystem bases its security on
the γ-Unique SVP, a derivative problem of the SVP [5].
CVP. The Closest Vector Problem can be defined as: given
a basis B of the lattice L, and a target vector v ∈ L, find a
vector p that is closest to v, i.e. such that: p = min kv-wk :
w ∈ L(B). Just like the SVP, the CVP has also derivative and
approximate versions (cf. [49], [29]). Arora et al. have shown
that the CVP is NP-hard to approximate within any constant
factor [50]. Goldreich et al. showed that the CVP and the SVP
share the same hardness [51]. An example of a cryptosystems
whose security is based on the hardness of the CVP is the
Goldreich-Goldwasser-Halevi (GGH) cryptosystem [52].
Lattice basis reduction. Lattice basis reduction algorithms
aim at improving the “quality” of the lattice bases, by shorting
the basis vectors and making them more orthogonal. Currently,
the main lattice reduction algorithms are LLL and BKZ (both
of which have many versions). Lattice basis reduction is one of
the most well-studied problems in lattice-based cryptography,
as they marked the beginning of remarkable cryptanalytic
events (e.g. LLL was used to attack many lattice-based and non
lattice-based schemes) and render problems such as the SVP
and CVP easier from a computational standpoint, as solvers
become much faster. Also, approximate versions of the SVP
can also be solved with lattice basis reduction algorithms.
There are other lattice problems that are very relevant is the
context of lattice-based cryptography. One of these problems
in the learning with errors (LWE) problem, initially proposed
by Regev in 2015 (cf. [53], which had a preliminary version
at STOC 2005). The LWE is a generalization of the Learning
Parity with Noise (LPN). If the reader wants to know more
about LWE, we refer to [53], [34], [32], [31].
The Short Integer Solution (SIS) problem is another relevant
problem in the context of lattice-based cryptanalysis. Introduced by Ajtai in 1996 [53], it has served as the foundation
for many schemes, ranging from identification schemes to
minicrypt primitives (but not public-key encryption). If the
reader wants to know more about SIS, we refer to [53], [31].
In the future, LUSA will aim at including solvers for LWE
and other lattice problems that are relevant for lattice-based
cryptography.
B. Brief state of the art of SVP- and CVP-solvers
Many algorithms have been proposed to solve the SVP and
the CVP. Table I briefly summarizes them. The algorithms in
blue are included in LUSA, the algorithms in red are scheduled
for the next versions of LUSA; the others are not relevant for
LUSA, in the short term, but they may be integrated in the
long term.
It is also worth noting that the original SE (from “SchnorrEuchner”) enumeration algorithm was presented in [28], but
was improved in [66], an improved version which we refer to
as SE++. This algorithm was later improved in [71] by discarding symmetric branches on the enumeration tree, specifically
for SVP computations, which was named “Improved SE++”.
This can be considered as a form of pruning, i.e., a method
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Algorithm
Relevant Vectors [28]
Micciancio et al. [33]
AKS [54]
Nguy˜ên-Vidick [55]
ListSieve (LS) [56]
GaussSieve (GS) [56]
LS-birthday [57]
WLTB sieve [58]
Three-level sieve [59]
Overlattice sieve [60]
HashSieve [61]
BGJ sieve[62]
LDSieve [63]
3-Sieve from G6K [64]
Kannan [65]
ENUM [24]
SE [28]
SE++ [66]
Improved SE++ [67]
Extreme Pruning [68]
MW-Enum [69]
Fukase et al. [70]

Family
Type
Year
Voronoi Cell
CVP/SVP
2002
Voronoi Cell
SVP
2010
Sieving
SVP
2001
Sieving
SVP
2008
Sieving
SVP
2010
Sieving
SVP
2010
Sieving
SVP
2009
Sieving
SVP
2011
Sieving
SVP
2013
Sieving
CVP/SVP
2014
Sieving
SVP
2015
Sieving
SVP
2015
Sieving
SVP
2016
Sieving
SVP
2019
Enumeration
CVP/SVP
1983
Enumeration
SVP
1994
Enumeration
SVP/CVP
2002
Enumeration
SVP/CVP
2002
Enumeration
SVP/CVP
2002
Enumeration
SVP
2010
Enumeration
SVP
2015
RS
SVP
2015
TABLE I
A LGORITHMS FOR THE SVP AND THE CVP. A LGORITHMS IN BLUE ARE
INCLUDED IN LUSA, ALGORITHMS IN RED ARE SCHEDULED TO APPEAR
IN LATER VERSIONS OF LUSA.

to discard computation. The concept of pruning is more
established as a method to discard computation (which may
be redundant or not) in enumeration algorithms, as these are
usually based on trees of computations. The basic enumeration
method in LUSA (enumerate) is based on [24]. The extreme
pruning method in LUSA (enumeratePruned) is based on
[68].
III. LUSA
“Lusitania (Portuguese: Lusitânia) was an ancient Iberian
Roman province located where modern Portugal and a small
part of western Spain lie. The term “lusa” is derived from
“lusitania”.”
In this section, we briefly present LUSA, starting with
LUSA’s ad hoc multiple-precision module and mentioning the
main algorithms offered.
A. Multiple-precision capable LLL
Libraries for lattice algorithms should be prepared to handle
big numbers, because lattices are frequently generated in a way
that vectors end up with mega-large coordinates. The orders
of magnitude of these numbers can be of tens/hundreds or
even thousands of billions (1010 or 1011 digits). This means
that the primitive data types of common languages, such as C
and C++, are not enough to store such numbers and therefore
other datatypes are needed. Lattice libraries must be able to
represent and execute known arithmetic operations, such as
additions and multiplications, on such numbers. This is known
as multiple- or arbitrary-precision capability, which can be
applied to both integer and floating-point numbers.
As we zeroed in on performance when designing LUSA, we
endowed LUSA with a multi-precision module implemented
from scratch, specifically coded for performance. The key
features of this module are:
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An implementation of an extended exponent double precision data type, or xdouble9 , which allows to represent
floating point numbers with the same precision as a
double, but with a much larger exponent. It is provided
in LUSA as a C++ class and supports a multitude of
different operators (the user is referred to LUSA’s manual
for more details on this). This is indeed very similar to
the class with the same name in NTL.
• An implementation of ZZ, a class which allows to represent integers that do not fit into primitive data types. This
is also provided as a class with a multitude of operators
(the user is referred to LUSA’s manual for more details
on this). Our ZZ class is unique and different from
the implementations of other libraries (although some
operations are based on the same algorithms, as there
are only a handful, if that much, per operation).
• An implementation of RR, which allows to represent
floating point numbers with arbitrary precision. Unlike
primitive floating point data types, the precision of numbers represented with this class are not fixed. This class
also supports a multitude of operators (the user is referred
to LUSAs manual for more details on this). The same we
said for ZZ applies to the RR class.
LUSA also contains the basis class (with the basis.h
header), which contains all methods and algorithms provided.
•
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but LUSA intends to implement the original LLL floating
point algorithm by Schnorr and Euchner). In most lattice-based
cryptanalysis setups, LLL tends to result in a much smaller
portion of time than other algorithms, say BKZ. However, as
LLL may play an important role in specific setups (and in
other areas of crytanalysis), we plan on optimizing LLL in
the future.
LUSA assumes that all lattice bases are LLL-reduced before
any other algorithm is invoked. Therefore, as LLL is the
starting point of any significant computation in LUSA, all LLL
implementations use the multiple precision directly, in order to
handle large numbers that may exist in the raw, unprocessed
input lattices. All LLL variants yield a final basis that fits
into native C datatypes. This means that users should first
LLL-reduce any basis they want to run LUSA’s algorithms
on (even if other lattice-reduction algorithms are to be used
after). Listing 1 is an example of how LUSA can be used in
a main.cpp file and be started off (with an LLL reduction,
in this case). As this paper is not intended to be a manual for
LUSA, please check the manual on LUSA’s webpage10 . Each
algorithm has a set of parameters which are both used as input
and output. This can be checked in LUSA’s manual.
# include ” ba s is . h”
i n t main ( i n t a r g c , char ∗ a r g v [ ] )
{
B a s i s ∗B = new B a s i s ( a r g v [ 1 ] ) ;

B. Lattice-reduction algorithms: LLL and BKZ
LUSA implements several LLL variants, both heuristic and
exact versions. These include:
• The lll routine, the core implementation of LLL in LUSA,
a floating-point implementation based on Schnorr’s floating point LLL version [24]. This method uses our ZZ
class. In fact, there are two methods in this description,
but one uses native datatypes for the floating point part
of LLL (lllnd) and the other uses our xdouble class
(lll). The former works up until dimension 50, the latter
works on any dimension (we comment on this later on).
• An exact version of LLL, called exactlll, which makes
use of native data types, based on the [23]. This means
that the numbers in the lattice basis should fit, at most,
in long long datatypes (forces 64 bit). There is also
a variant of this version (exactlllmp), which works on
any lattice basis, regardless of their size.
The fastest LLL variant in the library is indeed an heuristic
variant of the LLL algorithm with floating point arithmetic,
which was proposed by Schnorr and Euchner [24] and can
be invoked with the lll method (note that we implemented
this method with xdouble so that there are no precision
problems up until high lattice basis dimensions). The LLL
implementations in LUSA are not parallel, as LLL is not
particularly suitable for parallelization [72], [73], [74], [75]
(most parallel versions of LLL do not scale well in practice;
to improve upon this, many variants of the original algorithm
were created as a way to improve its parallelization potential,

f l o a t d e l t a = 0.99 f ;
B−> l l l ( d e l t a ) ;
return 0;
}
Listing 1. Example of how to start LUSA, with an LLL-reduction.

After the input basis is LLL-reduced, any of the algorithms
in LUSA can be called upon it. For instance, after the basis
is LLL-reduced, we can move on to SVP calculations (in this
case with enumeration), as shown in Listing 2.
# include ” ba s is . h”
i n t main ( i n t a r g c , char ∗ a r g v [ ] )
{
B a s i s ∗B = new B a s i s ( a r g v [ 1 ] ) ;
f l o a t d e l t a = 0.99 f ;
i n t dim = B−>g e t D i m e n s i o n ( ) ;
B−> l l l ( d e l t a ) ;
B−>c o n v e r t B a s i s ( ) ;
int beta = 20;
B−>bkz ( b e t a , d e l t a ) ;
l o n g ∗ S h o r t e s t V e c t o r = ( l o n g ∗ ) c a l l o c ( dim , 8 ) ;
double ShortestNorm = 0 . 0 ;
S h o r t e s t N o r m = B−>e n u m e r a t e ( S h o r t e s t V e c t o r ) ;
return 0;

9 We

have maintained the terminology of NTL in order to reduce the
learning curve of current NTL users.

10 http://alfa.di.uminho.pt/˜

ammm/lusa.html
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}
Listing 2. Example of an SVP-solver (enumeration) call in LUSA, after a
LLL and a BKZ basis reduction.

The Block Korkine Zolotarev (BKZ) algorithm is the other
most prominent algorithm for lattice basis reduction. LUSA
also provides a method to BKZ-reduce a basis (which, as any
other algorithms, assumes that the input basis is LLL-reduced).
LUSA’s BKZ implementation is parallel, thus being able to run
with a single or multiple threads. We also implemented BKZ
2.0, but this version does not yield the optimal result yet, and
is still under development.
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Finally, LUSA offers other SVP-solvers, such as Voronoicell based ones. In particular, it offers voronoi, which is
based on the “Relevant Vectors” algorithm described in [28],
voronoi2.0, an optimized Voronoi-cell based algorithm presented in [81]. Both these implementations are also parallel.
LUSA offers some other methods (e.g. Gram-Schmit ortogonalization) and although they are relevant while doing
extensive algorithmic work with the library, they are not
mentioned in this paper as they are commented on in LUSA’s
manual.
IV. H ARDWARE S PECIFICATIONS

C. CVP-solvers
Currently, LUSA does not offer methods to compute the
CVP. However, most of the enumeration methods included
in LUSA (and some of the sieving routines) are capable of
solving the CVP, if a few modifications are conducted. Given
that our goal is to develop an independent library that includes
most lattice algorithms, these will be available in LUSA v2.0
and subsequent versions.
D. SVP-solvers
LUSA offers a wide range of SVP-solvers, as this is the
main focus of v1.0. LUSA implements the enumeration family
(enumerate and enumeratePruned), based on [24], [68],
both of which versions are parallel. In order to run LUSA’s
methods in parallel, each method has an interface that can be
called with a certain number of threads, as we show in Listing
3.
# include ” ba s is . h”
i n t main ( i n t a r g c , char ∗ a r g v [ ] )
{
B a s i s ∗B = new B a s i s ( a r g v [ 1 ] ) ;
i n t dim = B−>g e t D i m e n s i o n ( ) ;
l o n g ∗ S h o r t e s t V e c t o r = ( l o n g ∗ ) c a l l o c ( dim , 8 ) ;
double ShortestNorm = 0 . 0 ;
S h o r t e s t N o r m = B−>e n u m e r a t e ( S h o r t e s t V e c t o r , 4 ) ;
return 0;
}
Listing 3. This is simply illustrating how to call the enumerate method; in
practice and LLL call and the convertBasis() methods are necessary!

Notice that enumerate in the listing above is called with
4 threads. If no thread count is specified, then LUSA captures
the number of logical cores in the system and executes the
invoked methods with the same number of threads as logical
cores.
LUSA also includes the sieving family, implementing pretty
much all relevant sieving algorithms for the SVP. In particular,
LUSA offers ListSieve (listSieve) [56], [76], GaussSieve
(gaussSieve) [56], [77], and HashSieve (hashSieve) [61],
[78], [79] (LDSieve - ldSieve -, presented in [63], [32],
is scheduled for future work). Recently, a few other sieving
algorithms have been published e.g. [80], [64], but these are
not yet implemented in LUSA, although we do expect to offer
them in v2.0 and subsequent versions.

In this paper, we show LUSA’s performance and we compare it against other well-established libraries. To carry out
these tests, we picked the machine specified in Table II.
Although this is not the kind of machine that would be
used to carry out attacks or assess algorithms under hard
constraints (e.g. large lattice dimensions), this is a sufficiently
good representative machine of the end user of LUSA.
TABLE II
S PECIFICATIONS OF THE CPU SYSTEM USED FOR BENCHMARK . SMT
STANDS FOR SIMULTANEOUS MULTI - THREADING AND HT STANDS FOR
HYPER THREADING .
Sockets
CPU
Clock
frequency
Cores per
socket
SMT
L1 Cache
L2 Cache
L3 Cache
RAM
Compiler

1
Intel Core i7 740QM
1.73 GHz (2.93 GHz)
4
Yes
(w/HT, 8 threads)
32 kB i + 32 kB d
256 kB
6 MB
8 GB
g++ 7.2.0

The clock frequency in parenthesis is the maximum frequency of the CPU, when Turbo Boost is turned on. L1
cache values are split between instruction cache (i) and data
cache (d). The machine runs Ubuntu 17.10 x86 64 with
kernel version 4.13. All programs were compiled with the
-march=native -O3 optimization flags.
The lattices used on this paper were obtained using the SVPChallenge’s lattice basis generator11 .
V. LUSA’ S PERFORMANCE
”I dont care if it works on your machine! We are not
shipping your machine!”
In this section, we present LUSA’s performance briefly,
while comparing it against the other most popular lattice
libraries: NTL (v. 11.3), plll (v. 1.0) and fplll (v. 5.2.1).
A. Lattice reduction algorithms
Figure 2 shows the performance of LUSA’s LLL and
BKZ. LUSA’s LLL, although coded for performance, encapsulates a few operations that make it, overall, slower than
11 https://www.latticechallenge.org/svp-challenge/
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a “standard C LLL implementation”. This has to do with
managing datatypes, allocating structures that are necessary
for the overall LUSA execution, among others. We made this
decision because LLL is the “entry point” of any substantial
computation with LUSA, and it typically reduces lattices in
less than a few seconds, even for high dimensions. In short,
if one user wants to simply run LLL on a lattice-basis and
aims for maximum performance, LUSA’s LLL is not the goto solution.

Fig. 2. Average execution times for the LLL and BKZ (block size 20) routines,
using 1 thread.

As we said, our LLL implementation runs LUSA’s multiprecision module. This lowers LLL’s overall performance, as
we store the basis in different formats and many datatypes
“conversions” take place. After LLL is executed, the user has
to call the convertBasis method, which converts the basis to
the native datatypes (instead of multiple precision datatypes)
and can then call any other algorithm in LUSA. We opted
to not call this method transparently after an LLL execution
because the user should be aware of this, if basis elements are
read. In Listing 4, note that enumeration is called after LLL,
but the method convertBasis is called in between.
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Given that our LLL makes use of the multi-precision module
to “convert” the lattice basis into one basis that fits in native
datatypes and initiates other libraries functions, our LLL is
slower than NTL’s - which also uses multiple-precision - and
fplll’s implementations12 of LLL (as shown in Figure 3). fplll
implements a different LLL variant.
However, we point out that 1) performance is generally
not a problem in LLL, because LLL can run high lattice
dimensions in a very short time-frame (in Figures 3 and 4
LLL requires more time than BKZ not only because of multiprecision being required but also because we ran BKZ with
a low block size), and 2) as mentioned before, our LLL
implementation encapsulates several steps that prepare the
execution of following algorithms. In fact, we have centered
LUSA around the premise that all input lattice bases are first
LLL-reduced, and we accepted a loss of performance at that
point. The main reason for this is that, as mentioned, LLL
is one of the fastest lattice algorithms there is, and high
performance is typically not required.
Note that NTL’s LLL becomes significantly slower after
dimension 50, where performance becomes comparable to
LUSA. This is because NTL uses the xdouble class after
dimension 50, whereas LUSA uses it for any dimension (in
practice we could have determined xdouble is necessary for
a given lattice basis and turn it on/off accordingly - note that
LUSA also has an LLL implementation that does not use
xdouble - which we have not as LLL runs very quickly
anyway).

# include ” ba s is . h”
i n t main ( i n t a r g c , char ∗ a r g v [ ] )
{
B a s i s ∗B = new B a s i s ( a r g v [ 1 ] ) ;
f l o a t d e l t a = 0.99 f ;

Fig. 3. Comparison of the LLL routine for the LUSA, fplll and NTL
implementations, using 1 thread.

B−> l l l ( d e l t a ) ;
B−>c o n v e r t B a s i s ( ) ;
l o n g ∗ S h o r t e s t V e c t o r = ( l o n g ∗ ) c a l l o c ( dim , 8 ) ;
double ShortestNorm = 0 . 0 ;
S h o r t e s t N o r m = B−>e n u m e r a t e ( S h o r t e s t V e c t o r ) ;
return 0;
}
Listing 4. Example of an enumeration call in LUSA, after a LLL, with the
explicit call of the convertBasis method.

We now compare LUSA against other libraries in terms of
lattice-reduction algorithms.

As for BKZ, as Figure 4 shows, our implementation is
considerably faster than both NTL’s and fplll. There are two
main reasons for this: 1) the LLL calls within BKZ are
very much optimized, in terms of memory handling, pointer
arithmetic and coding, and 2) our xdouble module (i.e.
including operations on xdouble datatypes) is more efficient
than NTL’s. In a follow-up paper, we will scrutinize LUSA’s
performance from a computational standpoint, and we will
show analytics pertaining to these factors (e.g. cache miss rates
12 fplll was set to run without specifying any options, thus the library uses
as much precision as it desires (it may use GMP).
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across different cache levels, computational pointer arithmetic
vs memory usage, etc).

Fig. 6. Average execution times for the enumeration and hash sieve routines,
using 1 thread.
Fig. 4. Comparison of the BKZ (block size 20) routine for the LUSA, fplll
and NTL implementations, using 1 thread.

Another important point is that LUSA’s BKZ is parallel.
In Figure 4, we present the results for a single thread. The
scalability of BKZ is shown in Figure 5. As the figure shows,
BKZ scales well, but only if the BKZ window is large enough.
Essentially, we parallelized BKZ by executing the enumeration
routines on each window with LUSA’s parallel enumeration
routine, which scales itself very well (but only after a certain
window). We believe this is a good choice as small-window
runs of BKZ are not too much time-consuming anyway.

(enumerate and enumeratePruned) and the Hashsieve
routine (hashSieve), for a single thread.
In LUSA, Hashsieve is better than enumeration with (extreme) pruning, which is congruent with previous results on
these algorithms in other contexts other than libraries.
These implementations have all been presented in [79],
[71], [67]. Although slight modifications have been made to
the implementations, so that they fit LUSA (e.g. allowing
for generic parameterization, global variables, thread safety,
etc), their core implementation is the same as presented in
the papers, and LUSA’s performance is in line with that of
those implementations. As data structures are allocated when
each method is called, LUSA incurs overhead that isolated
implementations do not.
LUSA vs other libraries. We now show results of LUSA
compared to other libraries and implementations. Figure 7
compares LUSA’s enumeration routine (enumerate) against
fplll. fplll is faster than LUSA running with one thread, for
this particular algorithm, but fplll does not provide a parallel
version of the algorithm, and LUSA is much faster if the
algorithm is run with multiple threads.

Fig. 5. Performance of LUSA’s parallel BKZ, for 1-8 threads. Beta (window
size) set to 40.

For dimension 60, LUSA’s BKZ implementation obtains
speedups of approximately 2.5x for 4 threads and about 3.5
for 8 threads (4 SMT-based threads).
B. SVP-solvers
This subsection shows the performance of LUSA’s SVPsolvers, in isolation and compared to other libraries, and their
scalability.
Performance. Figure 6 shows the performance of LUSA’s
enumeration routine with pruning turned on and off

Fig. 7. LUSA’s enumeration, for 1-8 threads, compared to fplll.

The results (i.e. the shortest vector) yielded by the methods
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in both libraries are identical.
As
for
LUSA’s
pruned
enumeration
routine
(enumeratePruned), it is considerably faster than that of
plll for higher dimensions, as shown in Figure 8. This is
indeed the only algorithm that can run with multiple threads
in plll, but it is slower than LUSA for higher dimensions, the
most interesting ones. To our knowledge plll does not offer
a pure enumeration algorithm, while fplll does not offer the
user enumeration with any kind of pruning (although it is
used internally, to compute BKZ 2.0).

Fig. 10. LUSA’s GaussSieve implementation, for 1-8 threads, compared to
fplll.

Fig. 8. LUSA’s extreme pruned enumeration, for 1-8 threads, compared to
plll.

As for sieving algorithms, LUSA’s ListSieve implementation (listSieve) compares very well against plll, as shown in
Figure 9. For dimension 50, LUSA attains a speedup of almost
6x with 4 physical and 4 logical threads (i.e. 4 cores with hyper
threading). While it is not a surprise that sieving algorithms
are memory bound, the scalability of LUSA is excellent.

To our knowledge, LUSA is the only library to offer a
HashSieve implementation (hashSieve). LUSA’s implementation is based on a probable lock-free mechanism [79]. There
is another publicly available implementation of HashSieve,
which was presented by Thijs Laarhoven in the original HashSieve paper [82]. Figure 11 shows the performance of both
LUSA and the baseline implementation, and LUSA performs
considerably better. As the execution time of the baseline
implementation grows much faster than LUSA’s, the difference
becomes quite significant for higher dimensions. We reserved
the tests for those “higher” dimensions for the scalability tests.

Fig. 11. Performance of LUSA’s HashSieve routine, for 1-8 threads, compared
to the baseline implementation (sequential).

Fig. 9. LUSA’s ListSieve implementation, for 1-8 threads, compared to plll.

LUSA’s GaussSieve implementation (gaussSieve) also
compares very well against both plll and fplll, and scales
considerably well, as shown in Figure 10. We note that this
implementation is based on the lock-free list based implementation in [77], which scales itself well.

LUSA’s provides a sequential and a parallel version of the
Voronoi-based algorithm to solve the SVP, the relevant vectors
routine [28] which LUSA calls Voronoi (voronoi) and scales
according to Figure 12. In the same figure, we show the
performance of LUSA’s Voronoi 2.0 algorithm (voronoi2),
an optimized version of the Voronoi algorithm presented in
[28] (“relevant vectors”).
Scalability. One of LUSA’s strongest points is scalability.
Most implementations in LUSA are based on implementations
that were previously shown to scale linearly or almost linearly
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Fig. 12. LUSA’s Voronoi cell-based SVP solver and Voronoi 2.0, using 1-8
threads, compared to plll.
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Fig. 13. Performance of LUSA’s enumeration routines (non-pruned and
pruned enumerations), for 1-8 threads.

with the number of CPU threads used. In order to integrate
some of these implementations in LUSA, many adaptations
had to be done, in order to connect all LUSA modules and
keep the entire LUSA ecosystem thread safe (e.g. the user can
run multiple LUSA algorithms in parallel, while each algorithm is itself parallel). However, most LUSA implementations
scale linearly with the number of threads, as we show in the
following.
1) Enumeration (with pruning turned on and off). As Figure
13 shows, the scalability of both the enumerate and
the enumeratePruned routines is fairly good with the
number of threads used. Non-pruned enumeration scales
particularly well, with a 3.85x speedup for 8 threads,
and pruned enumeration achieves a speedup of 2.37x
for 8 threads. Note that in these tests 8 threads do not
mean the use of 8 physical cores (but 4 physical and
4 logical cores instead). Pruned enumeration does not
scale as well as pruning introduces workload imbalance
among threads. As pruned enumeration is based on
randomizing the lattice basis a few times and running
pruned enumeration on each lattice instance, each lattice
will take a different amount of time to be executed [67].
2) HashSieve. Even for a relatively low dimension, such
as 50 (which takes less than 2 seconds to solve), LUSA
achieves a speedup of 3.95x for 8 threads (on 4 physical
plus 4 logical cores). Figure 14 shows the scalability
results for HashSieve. Based on these results, LUSA
attains an overall speedup of more than 3x for 4 threads
in dimensions higher than 60, and almost 4x for 8
threads (4 of which are SMT-based).
VI. W RAP UP
This paper presents LUSA, a lattice library specifically designed for lattice-based cryptanalysis. LUSA aims at achieving
simplicity, being very easy to download and install, and high
performance, to which end the code has been thoroughly
optimized, and most implementations come with a parallel
version.

Fig. 14. LUSA’s HashSieve performance on lattices in dimensions 50-65.

In this paper we show that LUSA is not only generally
faster than other libraries, as it is also the most complete
library in terms of the most relevant algorithms in lattice-based
cryptanalysis, and almost of its methods are parallel and scale
very well with the number of CPU cores used.
In [32], we have reviewed most available implementations
of SVP- and CVP-solvers. We concluded which versions were
better and we did code those versions on LUSA. Yet, such
assessment has many variables (benchmarking machine/CPU
architecture, compiler version, compiler flags, code flags/macros, etc) and some users may find out that a specific implementation on their specific computer may have a different
performance than what we concluded in [32]. We will make
an effort to gather feedback from the community members,
especially if they find an implementation that is faster than its
analog in LUSA. If this happens, we intend to integrate such
particular implementation(s) in LUSA, so that LUSA holds
the most efficient implementations of all algorithms offered.
To download and start using LUSA, please go to
http://alfa.di.uminho.pt/˜ ammm/lusa.html.
The documentation to use the library is also available there.
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VII. V ERSIONS SCHEDULED FOR FUTURE WORK
In the next v1.* versions of LUSA, we plan to:
• Incorporate SIMD instructions in our LLL implementation, as shown in [83], which should enable our LLL
implementation to be faster;
• Integrate better bounding functions to improve the algorithmic performance of BKZ 2.0 and offer this method;
• Increase the performance of enumeration methods, so that
LUSA’s enumeration is the fastest among all libraries;
In LUSA v2.0, we plan to incorporate CVP algorithms and
newer SVP algorithms that recently became available:
• Add variants of the existent algorithms, such as those
listed in plll (LUSA aims to be the most complete library
available);
• Include other methods that are not solvers;
• Add CVP-solvers (both enumeration- and sieving-based);
• Add newer Sieving algorithms, such as [64];
In LUSA v3.0, we plan to:
• Add solvers of other relevant lattice problems, such as
LWE and SIS;
In LUSA v4.0, we plan to make LUSA capable of executing
code on GPUs, and, for some algorithms, on CPUs and GPUs
simultaneously. As we intend to make LUSA 100% library
independent (except for standard libraries), it is still unclear
whether we will need to implement a run-time system for
CPU+GPU environments, use a built-in system or implement
every method on CPU+GPU environments by hand.
Additionally, we plan to deeply assess LUSA from a computational efficiency standpoint, by 1) characterizing cache
behavior (to which end we will use PAPI and assess cache miss
rates and other factors) and power consumption, 2) identifying
opportunities to cache optimization and code vectorization, 3)
assessing and improving workload balancing/idle time among
threads in parallel methods and 4) implementing built-in
techniques to improve performance on NUMA systems as e.g.
done with HashSieve before [84].
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